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ABSTRACT

We review recent results from a wide physics program in polar-

ized e+e– interactions at the SLC performed by the SLD experiment.

Unique and precise measurements of the electroweak parameters A.,

Ab, AC, and Rb provide valuable constraints on the Standard Model.

The excellent 3-D vertexing capabilities of SLD are further exploited

to extract precise Xl+ and @ lifetimes, as well as measurements of the

time evolution of B; – @ mixing. Finally, the unique capabilities of

the SLC/SLD are used to test QCD in new ways. We present results

on general properties of particle production in light, c, and b quark

events, as well as the first observation of leading particle production

in light-quark hemispheres.
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The various measurements presented below rely on the strengths of the SLC

and SLD environment. Most important is the fact that the electrons are longitu-

dinally polarized at the interaction point. Average polarizations of (63.0+ 1.1)%

and (77.2 + 0.5) ?towere measured during the 1993 and 1994–95 data taking peri-

ods with a Compton Polarimeter. The numbers of hadronic 2° decays collected

during these periods are approximately 50,000 and 100,000 respectively. Charged

particles are tracked and momentum-analyzed by the Central Drift Chamber.

The location of these tracks is measured precisely with a pixel-based CCD Ver-

tex Detector. The calorimetry consists of the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC)

and the Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC). The LAC is utilized in the trigger and

to reconstruct the event shape (thrust axis and jet finding). It is also used to

identify electrons. The WIC is used primarily as a muon finder. Further particle

identification is provided by the Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector which allows

separation between m, K, and p over most of the momentum range.

The paper is organized as follows, electroweak results are described in Sec. 1

with emphasis on the left-right and heavy quark asymmetries. In Sec. 2, two B

physics topics are discussed: l?+ and @ lifetimes, followed by time-dependent

l?~-~ mixing. Several QCD particle production studies are presented in Sec. 3.

Finally, a brief summary is given in Sec. 4.

1 Electroweak Physics

In the Standard Model (SM), the 2° + ~~ interaction is governed by a Lagrangian

term of the form

2 Cjgdw ~7’ (9v – 9A75) 42., (1)

where the vector and axial-vector current coupling constants gv and gA are related

to the fermion charge Qf and the third component of its weak isospin l’;, as well

as the value of sin2 t9#~ as follows:

The differential cross-section for e+e- + 2° + ~~ is expressed by

do
— =(1 - P. A.) (1 + COS26) + 2cos O(A. - P.)Aj,
d COS 6

(4)
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where cos O is the cosine of the angle between the final state fermion ~ and the

incident electron directions, P. is the electron beam longitudinal polarization, and

A. and Aj are the asymmetry parameters for the initial and final state fermions,

respectively. The asymmetry parameter for a given fermion represents the extent

of parity violation at the 2° ~ jr vertex

with the left- and right-handed coupling

:(9V- 9A).

and is defined as

(5)

constants gL = ~(gv + gA ) and gR =

The presence of parity violation introduces a forward-backward asymmetry

A~B = ~ which is equal to ~A.A j. At the SLC, the electron beam polariza-

tion allo;s < polarized forward-backward asymmetry to be measured

The latter asymmetry provides a direct measurement of Aj and yields a statistical

enhancement fact or of (P~/A~)2 over the unpolarized forward-backward asymme-

try. This relative enhancement is roughly equivalent to a statistical gain of 25 at

the SLC.

Another interesting asymmetry is the left-right cross-section asymmetry

A;R =
~L — OR

= A.,
~L + OR

(7)

which yields a direct measurement of the coupling between the 2° and the e+ e–

initial state.

Measurements of partial 2° decay widths also provide information regarding

the 2° + ~~ couplings. The ratio between the partial decay width into a par-

ticular final state fermion and that into any hadron is sensitive to the left- and

right-handed coupling constants gL and gR of fermion ~

(8)

Precise measurements of the asymmetry parameters Aj and the partial widths

Rt can probe the effect of radiative corrections to the 2° propagator or to the

Zj~ vertex. Since the radiative corrections depend on the top and Higgs masses,
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Figure 1: Feynman diagram showing radiative corrections affecting the 2° prop-

agator.

precise electroweak measurements can measure or constrain these quantities. Fur-

thermore, such measurements also are sensitive to physics beyond the SM. It

is important to measure Aj and Rf for individual fermions since the coupling

strengths differ due to differences in electric charge and weak isospin as indicated

in Eqs. (2) and (3). Vacuum polarization corrections (Fig. 1) affect the value of

sin2 t9#f which is most precisely measured by the left-right asymmetry

2 [1 – 4 sin2 ~~~]
A;~ = A. = (9)

1+[1–4sin2f3~~]2”

Heavy quark partial widths and asymmetry parameters are most sensitive to ver-

tex corrections (Fig. 2) but with different sensitivity to left- and right-handed

coupling constants. In particular, since g~ & 30 g~ for b quarks, Rb is most
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams showing radiative corrections affecting the 2° cou-

pling to the final state fermions.

sensitive to deviations in the left-handed coupling between the 2° and b quarks,

whereas Ab is more sensitive to deviations in the right-handed coupling. Moreover,

vertex corrections involving the top quark only affect the left-handed coupling, in

the context of the SM.



1.1 Polarization at the SLC

As indicated above, many unique andpowerful measurements can be performed

at the SLC by exploiting the high polarization of the electron beam. Here we only

summarize the polarization process; further details may be obtained elsewhere.1

Electrons are photo-emitted from a strained-lattice GaAs photo-cathode using a

Ti-Sapphire laser operating at A = 849 nm. The laser beam is circularly polarized

to produce either left- or right-handed electrons with maximum polarization near

80%. The polarization sign is randomly flipped from pulse to pulse. The polariza-

tion axis is rotated to be vertical for the acceleration and damping phases. At the

end of the linac, the polarization axis is rotated by a series of betatron oscillations

such that it is longitudinal at the e+e- Interaction Point (IP).

The electron beam longitudinal polarization is measured 33 m downstream

of the IP by a Compton Polarimeter. A Nd:YAG laser produces circularly po-

larized photons with energy of 2.33 eV brought to collision with the electron

beam. The part of the beam which undergoes Compton scattering is momentum-

analyzed with a dipole magnet and detected in a Cherenkov counter. The electron

beam polarization is extracted by measuring the asymmetry between parallel and

ant iparallel configurate ions of the electron and photon helicit ies. The polarime-

ter yields a measurement every three minutes with statistical accuracy near 1%.

Two-thirds of the data collected in 1994–95 were dedicated for various calibration

checks of the polarimeter. These special runs allow careful control of the system-

atic uncertainties in the measured polarization. The overall relative systematic

uncertainty is estimated to be 6P~/P. = 1.5970 for the 1993 run and 0.6770 for

the 1994–95 run. The various contributions to this uncertainty are summarized

in Table 1; Cherenkov counter linearity is the dominant contribution.

1.2 Left-Right Cross-Section Asymmetry

The measurement of ALR is a simple counting experiment.2 One needs to count the

number of 2° produced with left- and right-handed electron beams, and measure

the average electron beam polarization. The event selection relies on the Liquid

Argon Calorimeter (LAC) and the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) which are also

used for the trigger. The selection criteria are chosen to remove two-photon and

beam-related background events as well as 2° events decaying into e+e– final

states for which the cross-section includes t—channel contributions that dilute
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Uncertainty 6Pe/P. (%)

Laser polarization 0.20

Detector linearity 0.50

Detector calibration 0.29

Electronic noise 0.20

Compton - IP difference 0.17

Total 0.67

Table 1: Contributions to the polarization systematic uncertainty (1994-95 run).

the left-right asymmetry. The event sample then mostly consists of hadronic

2° decays selected with an efficiency of (89 + l)%. In the 1994-95 data, the

number of selected events is 52,179 and 41,465 for left- and right-handed electrons

respectively. The resulting measured asymmetry is thus Am = (iVL – iVR)/(NL +

NR) = 0.1144 + 0.0032 (stat). To obtain the left-right cross-section asymmetry

at the SLC center-of-mass energy of 91.28 GeV, a very small correction 6 =

(0.240+ 0.055) %(syst) is applied which takes into account residual contamination ..

in the event sample and slight beam asymmetries. As a result,

ALR(91.28 GeV) = ~ (1 + 6) = 0.1485 + 0.0042 (stat) + 0.00 I0(syst), (10)
e

where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by our systematic understanding

of the beam polarization (see Table 1). Finally, this result is corrected for initial

and final state radiation as well as for scaling the result to the 2° pole energy:

A;R = 0.1512+ 0.0042 (stat) + 0.0011 (syst), (11)

sin2 O%’ = 0.23100 + 0.00054 (stat) + 0.00014 (syst). (12)

The 1994-95 measurement can be combined with previous measurements from

the 1992 and 1993 running periods3~4 to yield

A;R = 0.1543 + 0.0039, (13)

“ 2 ‘~~ = 0.23060 + 0.00050.sm (& (14)

The above represents the most precise measurement of sin2 d~f by a single exper-

iment.
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Analysis Asymmetry

pp and ~~ A. = 0.148+ 0.016

PP Afl = 0.102+ 0.033

TT AT = 0.190+ 0.034

ee Bhabha (Ref.6) A, = 0.202+ 0.038

QL~ (Ref.’) Ae = 0.162+ 0.043

ALR A. = 0.1543 + 0.0039

Combined A, = 0.1542+ 0.0037

Table 2: Lepton asymmetry parameter measurements from various analyses.

1.3 Lepton Asymmetries

Further information about sin219~~ can be obtained from events with 2° decaying

into a pair of charged leptons (p or ~). Here, the cos O dependence of the differ-

ential cross-section is used (see Eq. 4) and both initial and final state asymmetry

parameters can be extracted, i.e., A. and either Ap or A.. Since the event selec-

tion for the left-right asymmetry analysis has poor efficiency for non hadronic 2° ..

decays, analyses utilizing p+p- and ~+~- final states are statistically independent.

The event selection employs information from the tracking and calorimetry

systems to reject 2° + e+ e–, 2° ~ hadrons, and twe-photon events. Using data

from 1993 through 1995, a total of 3,788 events is selected in the p+p- analysis

and 3,748 events in the ~+~– analysis with respective efficiencies of 9570 and 89$Z0.

The main background to the p+p- sample originates from ~+~- events (0.4%),

whereas the background to the I-+T– sample comes mainly from 2° decays into

p+p- (4%) and e+e- (l%).

The preliminary results5 from this analysis are presented in Table 2. Other

measurements of lepton asymmetry parameters are also listed for completeness.

The uncertainties in all these different measurements are dominated by statistics.

If lepton universality is assumed, the measurements may be combined to yield

Al = 0.1542 + 0.0037, (15)

sin2 a~~ = 0.23061 + 0.00047. (16)

This value of sin2 Oyf can be compared with the LEP average8 of 0.23157+ 0.00042,

obtained from lepton forward-backward asymmetries and ~ polarization measure-
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ments. The SLD and LEP lepton averages agree within 1.5 a.

1.4 Heavy Quark Asymmetries

Measurements of the heavy quark asymmetry parameters Ab and AC provide com-

plementary information to that obtained from the precise left-right asymmetry

measurement. As pointed out earlier, Ab and AC are particularly sensitive to ver-

tex corrections. Extraction of pure samples of heavy quark events is greatly aided

by two unique features of the SLC/SLD. First, the transverse dimensions of the

SLC luminous region is of order of 1 pm2 and the interaction point is very stable

over time. Second, SLD is equipped with a high-resolution pixel CCD Vertex

Detectorg (VXD) which provides true three-dimensional information and a single

hit resolution of 5.6 pm in the rq5plane (transverse to the beam axis) and 6.2 pm

in the rz plane (containing the beam axis). The inner VXD radius is 2.95 cm

and there is a minimum of two hits per track within \cos t91<0.74 — the average

number of hits is 2.3. Tracking is performed by combining information from the

CDC1° with that from the VXD. The combined impact parameter resolution at

high momentum is determined from 2° + p+p- decays to be cr(r~) = 11 pm and

o(rz) = 37 pm. Multiple scattering yields an additional momentum-dependent

contribution parameterized as a = 70 pm/ (p sin312t9), where the momentum p is

expressed in GeV/c. The transverse position of the IP is determined using sam-

ples of N 30 consecutive hadronic 2° decays with an accuracy of 7 + 2 pm. The

longitudinal IP position is determined on an event-by-event basis with an accuracy

of 32 pm for 2° decays into light-flavor quarks (uds), 36 pm for 2° ~ cc decays,

and 52 pm for 2° ~ b~ decays, as determined from the Monte Carlo (MC). De-

tailed description of the procedures and performance of the tracking system may

be found elsewhere.11

Another (almost) unique feature of the SLD is the Cherenkov Ring Imaging

Detector12 (CRID) which allows charged particle identification over most of the

momentum range. The CRID contains both a liquid radiator and a gas radiator

system (see Fig. 3). The liquid radiator provides low momentum identification

with m/K (K/p) separation up to N 4 GeV/c (N 8 GeV/c), whereas the gas

radiator provides T/K (K/p) separation above N 2.5 GeV/c (W 9 GeV/c).

Three different techniques have been used to measure the b-quark asymmetry

parameter Ab. These differ mostly by the method used to determine which hemi-
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Figure 3: Cross-section view of one CRID quadrant.

sphere contains the primary b-quark: jet charge, kaon charge, or lepton charge.

The first step (after hadronic event selection) in each analysis is to tag 2° + b~

events either by requiring that the number of tracks with two-dimensional impact

parameter greater than 3 u be greater or equal to three, or by utilizing the fact

that leptons from 1? hadron decays have harder p and pT (with respect to the jet

axis) distributions than from other processes.

Ab is determined with a fit to the cos O-dependent differential cross-section

[Eq. (4)] with the electron beam polarization as input. The thrust axis direction

is used to provide the primary quark axis, except for the lepton analysis which

uses the jet axis.

1.4.1 Ab with Jet Charge

The first step of the analysis is the selection of 2° + b~ events by requiring the

event to contain at least three tracks with signed normalized r# impact parameter

6/as >3. This yields a sample with a 13~purity of 89% and an efficiency of 61%.

The b/~ tag is provided by a momentum-weighted track charge defined as

(17)

where ~ is the three-momentum of each track and Qtrack its charge, ~ is the

direction of the event thrust axis, signed such as to make Qdiff > 0, and the
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coefficient ~ = 0.5 is chosen to maximize the analyzing power of the tag. The

quantity Qdifi represents the difference between the momentum-weighted charges

in the two event hemispheres — separated by the plane perpendicular to the thrust

axis. ~ is thus an estimate of the b-quark direction. This tag is commonly referred

to as “jet charge”.

weighted charges in

A quantity related to Qdiff is the sum of the momentum-

the two hemispheres defined as

Qsum = Qb + Qt = ~ Qtrack IF” ~1” . (18)

Due to its high efficiency (N 100%), the jet charge tag lends itself to self-

calibration, i.e., the analyzing power of the b/b tag can be determined directly

from the data which reduces the systematic sensitivity to 2° ~ b; modeling in

the MC. The self-calibration is performed by comparing the momentum-weighted

charges in the two hemispheres or more specifically by comparing the widths of

the lQdiffl and lQsuml distributions. If we make the (excellent) assumption that

the momentum-weighted charge obeys a Gaussian distribution, the probability to

correctly tag the primary b/6 quark becomes

P
1

correct =
l+e ‘~bl~difil ‘

(19)

where the constant @ is defined in terms of the widths adiff and ~sum as deter-

mined from the distributions of IQdiffl and IQsum I observed in the data

/
2 2(S–1)

~b = 7 (20)
~sum

= 0.253 + 0.013 for 1993-95 data. (21)

The average correct tag probability is thus (Pcorrect ) = 68%. The expression for

@ is modified slightly to take into account correlations between the two hemi-

spheres. The correlation is estimated to be 2.970 by the Monte Carlo simulation.

It arises mostly from the correlation between the total charges of the two hemi-

spheres imposed by charge conservation in the event as a whole.

The forward-backward asymmetries obtained for left- and right-handed elec-

trcm beams are shown in Fig. 4. The magnitude of the asymmetry is clearly more

pronounced for the 1994-95 data than for the 1993 data, as expected from the

increase in beam polarization for the 1994–95 data.

ing a IQdiffl-dependent analyzing power derived from

10
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cos&dependent QCD correction yields

Ab = 0.843 + 0.046 (stat) + 0.051 (syst). (22)

The main contributions to the systematic error are: (i) 6Ab/Ab = 3.7% from uncer-

tainties in the magnitude of the hemisphere correlation, as determined by compar-

ing different fragmentation models (JETSET 7.4 and HERWIG 5.7); (ii) 6Ab/Ab =

3.0% from the statistical uncertainty in determining the value of @ from the

1993–95 data; (iii) 6Ab/Ab = 2.6% from the uncertainties in the event sample

composition after the b~ event tag (mostly uncertain y in R.).

1.4.2 Ab with Kaons

This analysis proceeds with the same b~ event tag as the Jet Charge analysis

but differs in the technique used to perform the b/~ tag. Here the tag exploits
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the dominant b + c + s transition in 13 decays. Therefore, detection of K–

(K+) mesons tags b (~) quarks. Right-sign kaon production has been measured

by ARGUS13 in 11+ and l?: decays to be (85 A 5)% and (82 + 5)% respectively.

Some dilution is expected due to b + C2S transitions and S3 production in 13 or

D decays. The analysis presented here is the first application of kaon tagging for

a heavy quark asymmetry measurement.

Charged kaon track candidates are required to have signed r# normalized

impact parameter 6/a6 > 1.5 and 3 < p < 20 GeV/c. These cuts select B decay

products preferentially. Kaons are identified with the CRID (gas radiator only).

The main uncertainty in the identification comes from knowledge of the rate of

charged pions misidentified as kaons. An overall m + K misidentification rate of

7.2% is measured using pure samples of pions from one-prong and three-prong r

decays for which the true K* component is well-measured and small. The cuts

yield a sample with 75% kaon purity.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the cosine of the angle between the thrust

axis and the electron beam direct ions signed by the tagging variable QK. This

quantity is obtained by computing the difference between the sum of kaon charges

in each hemisphere: QK = ~~e~il Qi – ~~e~i2 Qj, where Qi is the charge of kaon

track i. As a result, 30% of the selected events are tagged with a correct b/~

tag probability y estimated to be 719’o from the Monte Carlo simulation. A clear

forward-backward asymmetry is observed in Fig. 5 (the analysis was only applied

to the 1994–95 data). The non-b~ background is dominated by cz events and

displays a similar asymmetry to the signal asymmetry. The b/i tag analyzing

power in the MC is cross-checked in events with a kaon tag in each hemisphere.

The fraction with opposite kaon charges is found to be 62.4 + 2.9% in the data,

in excellent agreement with a fraction of 61.9 * 1.570 in the MC.

The measurement of Ab is derived by comparing data and Monte Carlo dis-

tributions of the left-right forward-backward asymmetry, as shown in Fig. 6. A

binned fit to this distribution yields

Ab = 0.91 ~ ().()9(stat) + ().()9(syst). (23)

The systematic error is dominated by detector uncertainties (6Ab/Ab = 6.2%

— mostly due to the uncertainty in the r + K misidentification rate) and by

uncertainties in the modeling of13 and D production and decay (6Ab/Ab = 7.2%).
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1.4.3 Ab and A. with Leptons

Another approach to b~ event selection and b/~ tagging is to use leptons from

semileptonic decays. The distinctive lepton total and transverse momenta are

exploited as well as the charge of the lepton. In this analysis,14 a measurement of

the c-quark asymmetry parameter A. is also extracted.

Electrons are identified using information from both the CDC and the LAC15:

track momentum and pointing and energy deposition in the calorimeter. This in-

formation is incorporated into a neural network algorithm trained on Monte Carlo

elect rons. Furthermore, information from the CRID is also added which greatly

improves the electron identification purity at low momentum. The identification

efficiency is * 5570 with a misidentification rate of less than 270 per charged pion.

Muons are identified using data from the tracking and Warm Iron Calorime-

ter16 systems. As for the electron identification, CRID information is added to

13
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reject m, K, and p background. The efficiency is * 80% with a charged pion

misidentification rate of less than 0.370.

As for the jet charge analysis, the asymmetry parameters Ab and AC are ex-

tracted with an unbinned likelihood analysis using the full differential cross-section

[Eq. (4)] and which incorporates the sample components (b + 1, b + c + i, c + 1,

etc. ) as a function of lepton p and pT as determined from the MC. The results for

the 1994–95 data are:

Muons Ab = 0.874A 0.107 (stat) ~ 0.044 (syst), (24)

A. = 0.633 ~ 0.151 (stat) + 0.072 (syst), (25)

Electrons Ab = 0.880 ~ ().l()7(stat) A 0.051 (syst), (26)

A. = 0.620+ 0.162 (stat) + 0.089 (syst). (27)

These measurements can be combined with our previously published results17
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MC statistics 0.022 0.026 0.012 0.035

Jet axis smearing 0.015 0.034 0.003 0.033

Detector simulation 0.022 0.011 0.034 0.045

Physics modeling 0.027 0.026 0.062 0.060

Total 0.044 0.051 0.072 0.089

Table 3: Systematic uncertainties in Ab and A. measurements with lepton tags.

based on the 1993 data to yield

Ab = 0.882A 0.068 (stat) k 0.047 (syst),

AC = 0.612 ~ 0.102 (stat) A 0.076 (syst).

Systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 3.

(28)

(29)

1.5 Combined A6, Ac, and 2° + I%Coupling

The above three Ab analyses have been combined taking into account correlated

systematic uncertainties to yield an SLD average of Ab(SLD) = 0.863 i 0.049.

This value is to be compared with the LEP average unpolarized forward-backward

asymmetry for b quarks of A~B ‘(LEP) = 0.0979A 0.0028.8 Since the unpolarized

asymmetry does not measure Ab directly, one has to use the world average value

of A. = 0.1500 ~ 0.0025 from the left-right asymmetry measurement at SLD

and the lepton forward-backward asymmetry measurements at LEP.8 The LEP

measurement can then be translated into Ab(LEP) = ~~ = 0.870 + 0.025. A

combined SLD and LEP average value of Ab = 0.869 i 0.022 is obtained which

is about three standard deviations away from the Standard Model prediction of

0.935.

Similarly, the lepton A. measurement can be combined with a previous mea-

surements based on semi exclusive reconstruction of D*+ and 11+ mesons to yield

an SLD average of AC(SLD ) = 0.625 + 0.084. This average is in good agreement

with both the Standard Model (AC = 0.666) and the LEP average derived from

the c-quark forward-backward asymmetry measurements as above.

It is instructive to summarize our knowledge of the Zb~ coupling in the context

of the analysis proposed by Takeuchi, Grant, and Rosner.19 Deviations from the
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Figure 7: Deviation in the 2° + b~ coupling parity violation vs. the deviation in

2 ‘~f for the Standard Model and all electroweak data.sin Ow

Standard Model are parameterized in terms of radiative corrections 6sin26w, (b,

and [b. The parameter [b represents deviations in the parity violation of the Zb~

coupling. As shown in Fig. 7, the ALR and direct Ab asymmetry measurements

are complementary, indicating the need for precise measurements of both quanti-

ties. The unpolarized forward-backward asymmetry A~B measured at LEP cannot

alone separate between deviations in sin2 O$f and 2° + b~ parity violation. The

Standard Model for 155 < rrq <205 GeV/c2 and 100 < m~ < 1000 GeV/c2

is represented by the thin horizontal band passing through the origin (mt = 180

GeV/c2, mH = 300 GeV/c2, a, = 0.117, and ae~ = 1/128.96) in the (b vs.

6sin219~f plane. The best fit to all electroweak data is indicated by the 68% and
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90% C.L. contours. This fit displays the discrepancy between Ab measurements

and the SM prediction.

1.6 Partial Width l?b

Another observable providing strong constraints on the Standard Model is the

partial width of the 2° into b ~ final states Rb = I’(ZO + b~)/I’(ZO + hadrons).

The measurement proceeds by first selecting a pure sample of 2° + hadrons

events. Then each event hemisphere is &tagged independent 1y for the presence

of a 1? hadron decay. By computing both the rate for tagging a hemisphere (F.)

and the rate for tagging both hemispheres in an event (I’d), one can extract both

the value of Rb and the efficiency ~bof the hemisphere tag. These are obtained by

solving the following set of equations:

F, = QRb + CCRC+ IE.d,(l – Rb – Rc), (30)

F~ = c~b’Rb + ejb’RC + e~jj(l – Rb – R,). (31)

The Monte Carlo is used to estimate the charm and uds efficiencies for tagging

hemispheres CCand ~Ud~,and for tagging both hemispheres e~bl and e~~~, so it is ..

very important to increase the purity of the b-tag to reduce the potentially large

systematic uncertainties mainly due to modeling of the charm production and

decay. Correlations between hemispheres imply that the efficiency to tag both

hemispheres is not simply c~ but rather c~bl = e; i- ~b(~b – c~), where & is the

correlation parameter to be determined from the MC.

SLD has designed a new approach to achieve high-efficiency and high-purity

b-tagging. The excellent 3-D vertexing capabilities of the vertex detector allow

13 decays to be reconstructed with an inclusive topological technique.20 Well-

measured tracks are parameterized as Gaussian probability tubes in 3-D space

[see Fig. 8(a)]. Using these a search is made to find regions in 3-D space with

high “tube overlap” [see Fig. 8(b)]. The significance of the overlap is related to

the number of tracks and their extrapolation errors, i.e., the track density. Such

an overlap region, or “seed” vertex, is found in M 5070 of b hemispheres, but

only in ~ 1570 of c hemispheres and in less than 1YO of uds hemispheres. The

b hemisphere vertex finding efficiency increases with the decay length D to attain

a constant level of 80?lo for D > 3 mm. Due to the typical 1? + D cascade

structure of the decays, not all tracks originate from a single space point, and
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional projection of (a) tracks parameterized as Gaussian

tubes and (b) regions of significant track overlap showing primary and secondary

vertices.

thus, may not be attached to the seed vertex if the D meson travelled sufficiently

far from the B decay point. Therefore, an attempt is made to attach isolated

tracks to the seed vertex to form the final secondary vertex. Requirements for

attachment are: T < 1 mm, L/D > 0.25, and L > 1 mm, where the quantity T

represents the minimum distance between a given track and the seed vertex axis,

and L is the distance along the vertex axis between the interaction point and the

point of closest approach between the track and the vertex axis (see Fig. 9).

The variable used to tag b hemispheres is the mass of the reconstructed vertex.

First, the invariant mass Al,.W of all charged tracks associated with the secondary

vertex is computed (tracks are assumed to be pions). A clear separation between

b hemispheres and the rest can be observed in Fig. 10(a). In particular, the charm

contribution vanishes above the natural cutoff mass of N 2 GeV/c2. Improved

efficiency for b hemisphere tagging can be obtained by exploiting kinematical

information. This is achieved by constructing the p~-added mass

M = @;aw+P$ + [PT[, (32)

where pT is the total momentum of all tracks in the vertex in the plane perpendic-

ular to the vertex axis. The value of pT is chosen to be the smallest one allowed

by the uncertainties in the vertex and IP positions (which affect the direction of

the vertex axis). This and the requirement that M s 2 Mr.w reduces the contam-
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ination from non-b hemispheres in the high-mass region. As a result, the b-tag

efficiency is enhanced by approximately 4070 without significant degradation in

purity [see Fig. 10(b)].

For the final analysis, vertices are required to satisfy D > 1 mm and M >

2 GeV/c2. The corresponding &tag purity and the correlation between b hemi-

spheres are estimated from the Monte Carlo to be 97.3% and ~b = 0.33Y0, respec-

tively. Solving Eqs. (30) and (31) yields

Rb = 0.2149* 0.0033 (stat) ● 0.0021 (syst) A 0.0007 (RC),

~b = 36.8 & 0.6%.

The value of the mass cut was chosen to minimize the overall uncertainty on

as shown in Fig. 11 but is currently dominated by the statistical uncertain y.
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Figure 11: Rb uncertainty components as a function of mass cut.
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The SLD and LEP measurements are compared in Fig. 12. Our measured

value is consistent with both the LEP average and the SM prediction.

L3 Event Shape

LEP Lepton fit

ALEPH Multi–var

DELPHI Multi–var

L3 Impact

OPAL Vtx+Lept

LEP Average

--+ SLD b Mass

World Average
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Figure 12: R~ measurements from LEP and SLD.

2 B Physics

Several aspects of the weak interaction can be probed by studying the weak decays

of 1? hadrons. First, by measuring lifetimes, we can test our understanding of 1?

hadron decay dynamics. Second, we can test the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

(CKM) quark mixing matrix description within the Standard Model. In particu-

lar, this helps constrain CP violation predictions. Measurements of the lifetimes

of l?+ and l?: mesons, and of the time dependence of l?~-13~ mixing, are presented

below.
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2.1 B+ and B! Lifetimes

As explained above, measurements of the 1? hadron lifetimes are important to test

our understanding of B hadron decay dynamics. In the naive spectator model,

all hadrons containing one heavy quark Q are predicted to have the same life-

time. Specifically, one expects ~(~+) = T(@) = r(@) = ~(Ab). However, a

strong hierarchy is observed in the case of charm hadrons: T(D+ ) & 2.3 ~(11~) R

2.5 ~(.DO) & 5 ~(A~). This hierarchy is predicted21 to scale with l/m~ and is thus

expected to yield much smaller lifetime differences for B hadrons. In the case of

11+ and l?:, a calculation 21 based on an expansion in terms of 1/~Q predicts

~(13+)/~(11~) = 1 + 0.05( ~B/200MeV)2j where ~B is the B hadron decay constant.

Lifetimes for different B hadrons are thus predicted to be less than 109Io. Exclusive

and inclusive B lifetimes are also important because they are necessary inputs to

many other measurements, as for example, many electroweak 2° + b~ measure-

ments, time-dependent l?~-~ mixing measurements, and precise determinations

of the CKM matrix element IV.b1.

Several techniques have been used to measure the B+ and l?$’ lifetimes. The

cleanest method reconstructs samples of 13+ and l?: decays exclusively. How-

ever, the branching fractions for such exclusive reconstruction are typically small

(N 10-4 – 10-3). Most measurements have relied on samples of semileptonic 1?

decays where the Di”] meson is exclusively reconstructed and intersected with an

identified lepton to determine the 1? decay point. The lifetime measurements then

rely on assumptions concerning the B+ and B: content of the selected DOXl+v

and @* J-Xl+v samples.

The two techniques used by SLD take advantage of the excellent 3-D vertexing

capabilities of the VXD to reconstruct the decays (semi-) inclusively. The goal is

to reconstruct and identify all the tracks originating from the B decay chain. This

then allows charged and neutral II mesons to be separated by simply measuring

the total charge of tracks associated with the II decay.

The first analysis22 uses the inclusive topological vertexing technique described

earlier (see Sec. 1.6) but the criteria used to attach tracks to seed vertices are

slightly different: T < 1 mm, L/D > 0.3, and no minimum cut on L. In the

hadronic 2° event sample, we select 9719 B decay candidates by requiring AlraW >

2 GeV/c2 and D >1 mm. The minimum vertex mass requirement serves not only

as a means to select a 9770 pure sample of bb events but also as a means to enhance
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the charge reconstruction purity. The sample is divided into neutral and charged

subsamples corresponding to reconstructed decays with total charge Q = O or

Q = ●1, 2,3, respectively, where Q is the charge sum of all tracks associated with

the vertex. The charged (neutral) sample consists of 6033 (3665) decays. Monte

Carlo studies show that the charged (neutral) sample is 97.3% (98.0%) pure in 1?

hadrons. The simulated flavor contents are 54.6% 13+, 30.5% 13$ 8.6% l?:, and

3.6% 1? baryons for the charged sample, and 23.3% 13+, 54.5% l?:, 14.6% B:, and

5.6% 13 baryons for the neutral sample*. The sensitivity of this analysis to the

individual B+ and 13~lifetimes can be assessed from the 1.8 (2.3) ratio of 11+ (B:)

decays over li?~(l?+) decays in the charged (neutral) sample.

The l?+ and @ lifetimes are extracted with a simultaneous binned maximum

likelihood fit to the decay length distributions of the charged and neutral samples

(see Fig. 13). These distributions are compared with MC distributions obtained
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Figure 13: Decay length distributions for data (points) and best fit Monte Carlo

(histogram) in the topological analysis.

for a range of values of the l?+ and 13~ lifetimes. The maximum likelihood fit

yields lifetimes of

TB+ = 1.69 t 0.06( stat) ~ 0.06( syst) ps, (33)

7Bj = 1.63 ~ 0.07( stat) + 0.08( syst) ps, (34)

*Reference to a specific state (e.g., B+) implicitly includesits charge conjugate state (i.e., B– ).
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with a lifetime ratio of

TB +
—= 1.04~~~(stat) + 0.06( syst).
TBj

(35)

The main contributions to the systematic error come from uncertainties in the

detector modeling, l?: lifetime, fit systematic, and MC statistics.

The second lifetime analysis23 is restricted to semileptonic decays which re-

duces the overall efficiency compared to the topological method but results in an

improved charge reconstruction purity. In the semileptonic method, a D decay

vertex is reconstructed topologically and the 13 decay vertex is formed by inter-

secting the D meson trajectory with that of an identified lepton. An attempt is

then made to attach a slow-pion candidate to the B vertex to reconstruct the

track topology of B decays into D*+ mesons.

The analysis selects identified electrons and muons with momentum transverse

to the nearest jet axis >0.4 GeV/c and results in a sample of 634 charged and 584

neutral decays. Monte Carlo studies show that the remaining charged (neutral)

sample is 97.570 (99.170) pure in B hadrons. The simulated flavor contents are

66.9% B+, 22.5% B:, 5.7% B:, and 2.4% B baryons for the charged sample, and

19.6% B+, 60.8% B:, 14.0% B:, and 4.7% B baryons for the neutral sample. The ..

sensitivity of this analysis to the individual B+ and B: lifetimes can be assessed

from the 3:1 ratio of B+ (B:) decays over B: (B+) decays in the charged (neutral)

sample.

As for the topological analysis, the B+ and B; lifetimes are extracted from

the decay length distributions of the charged and neutral samples (see Fig. 14).

The fit yields the following results:

~B+ = 1.60~~:~~(stat) + 0.06( syst) ps,

~B~ = 1.55~~:~j(stat) * 0.09( syst) ps,

with a ratio of
TB +
—= 1.033~:~~(stat) + 0.08( syst).
7B;

As in the case of the topological analysis, the dominant sources of systematic error

are due to uncertainties in the detector modeling, B: lifetime, fit systematic, and

MC statistics.

The two analyses described above yield lifetime measurements in agreement

with those from other experiments (see Fig. 15) and with the expectation that

the B+ and B; lifetimes are nearly equal.
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2.2 BO–BO Mixing

The phenomenon of BO–~ mixing is now well-established. Transitions between

flavor states BO ~ ~ take place via second order weak interactions “box dia-

grams”. As in the case of the Ko – Ko system, the weak eigenstates are linear

combinations of the flavor eigenstates:

[BL) = ~ (lBO) +

IBH) = ~ ([ B”) -

where [B~) and IBH) represent the light and

l=’)), (36)

l=)) 7 (37)

heavy eigenstates (the effect of

CP violation has been neglected). Due to the difference in mass between these

eigenstates, they propagate differently in time, which gives rise to time-dependent

oscillations between BO and BO flavor eigenstates. Given an initial BO produced

at i = O, the probability that it decays as a BO at time t is given by

~~o+~o(t) = I’e ‘r’; [1+ cos(Amt)] , (38)

whereas the probability that it decays as a BO at time t is given by

~o+w(t) = I’e-r’~ [1 - COS(Ah)],P (39)

where I’ = 1/~ is the BO decay width, Am is the mass difference between the

weak eigenstates and the lifetime difference between the weak eigenstates has

been neglected since it is expected to be small. Thus, measuring the oscillation

frequency of BO–~ mixing provides a measurement of Am. The value of Am can

be calculated from the box diagrams for which the dominant contribution comes

from virtual top quark exchange,

Am,=~ 2—mt m~qF(mt/mw)nQc~fgqB~q lvt~vtql, (40)

where q = d,s applies to either B; or B: mesons. Measuring Am~ is thus sen-

sitive to the CKM matrix element [VfqI for which little is known experimentally.

There are large uncertainties in the theoretical estimates 24of the term j& B~q but

these uncertainties are much reduced for the ratio between Amd and Am.. Thus,

combining measurements of the oscillation frequency of both Bj–Bj and B~–@

mixing translates into a measurement of the ratio Ifid I/ I~, 1.
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Experimentally, a measurement of the time dependence of l?”-~ mixing re-

quires three ingredients: (i) the 1? decay and its proper time have to be recon-

structed, (ii) the 1? flavor at production (initial state t = O) needs to be deter-

mined, as well as (iii) the 1? flavor at decay (final state t = ~~ec~g). At SLD, the

time dependence of l?~-~ mixing has been measured using four different meth-

ods. All four use the same initial state tagging but differ by the method used to

either reconstruct the 13 decay or tag its final state.

Initial state

ward backward

tagging takes advantage of the large polarization-dependent for-

asymmetry in 2° ~ 66 decays

&’B(COS e’f) = 2/ib
A. – P, cos 6T

1 – A.P. 1 + COS2 f9T
(41)

which is derived from Eq. (4). This only requires knowledge of the electron beam

polarization Pe and the cosine of the angle between the thrust axis direction and

the electron beam direction, cos &’. The tag works as follows. For left- (right-)

handed electrons and forward (backward) l? decay vertices, the initial quark is

tagged as a b quark; otherwise, it is tagged as a ~ quark. The initial state tag can

be augmented by using the momentum-weighted track charge (see Sec. 1.4.1) in

the hemisphere opposite that of the reconstructed 1? vertex. Figure 16 shows the
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sphere jet charge. Clear separation between initial band ~quarks is observed.

The polarized forward-backward asymmetryand the jet charge tags are combined

to yieldan initial state tag with 100% efficiency and effective average right-tag

probability of 84% (for (P.) = 77%).

The first two Bj–~ mixing analyses25 use topological vertexing (see Sec. 1.6)

to select the tracks from the B decay and measure its decay length. A sample of

16803 vertices is selected after requiring h4 >2 GeV/c2 (no explicit cut is placed

on the decay length). The first analysis uses charged kaons from the B decay

chain to tag the final state. This tag relies on the fact that most B decays occur

via the dominant b 4 c ~ s transition and is similar to the tag used for the

measurement of Ab presented in Sec. 1.4.2. Charged kaons are identified with the

CRID, but for this analysis, both liquid and gas radiators are used to cover most

of the kaon momentum range: 0.8 to 25 GeV/c. The tag variable here consists of

the sum of identified kaon charges QK for charged tracks in the vertex such that

Z QK >0 (< 0) tags B: (~) decays. The rate of pion misidentification as a

function of momentum is calibrated from the data using a pure sample of pions

from K: decays. The kaon tag is available for 1/3 of the reconstructed decays

and yields a sample of 5694 decays with a correct tag probability of 7770 for B;

decays.

Measurement of the time dependence of Bj–~ mixing is extracted by com-

puting the fraction of decays tagged as mixed as a function of decay length. It

is not necessary to reconstruct the proper time because of the slow oscillation

frequency of Bj–~ mixing. A decay is tagged as mixed if the initial and final

state tags disagree. A binned Xz fit is performed by comparing the distributions

of the mixed fraction as a function of decay length obtained for the data and the

MC for a range of Amd values. Figure 17(a) shows the mixed fraction distribution

for the charged kaon analysis. A clear oscillation signal is observed. The fit yields

a frequency of Amd = 0.580 A 0.066 (stat) ~ 0.075 (syst) ps–l with a X2/dof =

10.2/10. The main contributions to the systematic error arise from uncertainties

in the m ~ K misidentification calibration from the data, in the rate of right-

sign kaon production in B+ and B; decays as measured by ARGUS,13 and in the

dependence of the fit results on binning and fit range, as summarized in Table 4.

The second analysis exploits the B ~ D cascade charge structure to tag the

final state. To enhance the B: fraction in the sample of topological vertices, the

total charge of tracks associated with the vertex is required to be equal to zero.
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no 13~-~ mixing.

Analysis Kaon Dipole Lept+D Lept+Trks

Detector simulation 0.036 0.010 0.020 0.013

Physics modeling 0.048 0.027 0.024 0.032

Fit systematic 0.045 0.026 0.038 —

Total 0.075 0.039 0.049 0.035

Table 4: Systematic uncertainties for the different Am~ measurements (in ps-l).
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This requirement also improves the probability of correctly assigning all of the 13~

decay tracks. The direction of the vertex axis is adjusted to minimize the impact

parameter sum of the tracks in the vertex and the mean track impact parameter

is required to be less than 50 pm at this minimum. A sample of 3291 decays

satisfies the selection criteria. The “charge dipole” 6q of the vertex is then defined

as the relative displacement between the weighted mean location Li of the positive

tracks and of the negative tracks (see Sec. 1.6 for a definition of the quantity L):

6q = (~+ wiLi)/(~+ W) – (~- wiLi)/(~- ~i), where the first (second) term is a

sum over all positive (negative) tracks in the vertex. The weight ~i for each track

i is inversely proportional to the uncertainty on the quantity Li, w = sin2 o~/OT,

with Oi the angle between track i and the vertex axis and OT the uncertainty

on the

Figure

impact parameter of the track with respect to the vertex axis. Figure 18
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18: Distribution the vertex charge dipole for data (points) and MC (solid

line). The contribution from MC l?: and B: decays is also indicated by the dashed

and dotted histograms, respectively.

shows the dist ribut ion of the reconstructed charge dipole for data and MC. Also

shown is the separation between @ and ~ decays. The correct tag probability

increases with the magnitude of 6q and reaches a maximum of 8470 in the tails.

This probability can be parameterized as PD = 0.84 e-12”416ql-0”813.A X2 fit to

the mixed fraction distribution as a function of decay length [Fig. 17(b)] yields

Am~ = 0.561 + 0.078 (stat) + 0.039 (syst) ps-l with a X2/dof = 8.8/7. The main

contributions to the systematic error come from MC statistics and fit systematic

(see Table 4).

The next two analyses select semileptonic decays. The first of these (lep-
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ton + D)26 is identical to that used to measure the 13+ and l?: lifetimes (see

Sec. 2.1). As for the charge dipole analysis, a set of neutral vertices is selected.

The sample here consists of 582 neutral decays with a B: purity of 61%. The

charge of the lepton tags the 13~/~ flavor at decay with a correct tag probability

of 8570. As for the above two analyses, a X2 fit to the mixed fraction distribution

[Fig. 17(c)] yields Arn~ = 0.452+ 0.074 (stat) + 0.049 (syst) ps-’ with a X2/dof

= 7.8/7. The systematic error is dominated by MC statistics and fit systematic

(see Table 4).

The last analysis (lepton+ tracks)27 selects semileptonic decays by identifying

electrons and muons with high transverse momentum pT >0.8 GeV/c with respect

to the nearest jet axis. This enhances the fraction of 2° ~ b~ events and allows for

the use of a fully inclusive vertexing technique. The B decay vertex is estimated by

computing an average intersection point between the lepton trajectory and all well-

measured tracks in the jet, each track being weighted according to its probability y

to originate from the decay of a short-lived heavy hadron. This technique is very

efficient (c = 98Yo) once a high-pT lepton has been selected and has good decay

length resolution. Contrary to the first three analyses described above, the B

decay proper time is reconstructed by estimating the B hadron momentum based

on track and energy clusters in the calorimeter. The final sample contains 2609

semileptonic decay candidates with an estimated B hadron purity of 93Y0. The

lepton charge provides the final state tag with correct tag probability of 85%.

For this analysis, the value of Am~ is extracted from an unbinned maximum

likelihood analysis with parameterizations estimated from the MC. The fit yields

Am~ = 0.520 +0.072 (stat )+0.035 (syst) ps-l and the corresponding mixed fraction

distribution is shown in Fig. 17(d). Main systematic uncertainties are presented

in Table 4.

The results from the four analyses described above have been combined, taking

into account statistical and systematic correlations between analyses, to produce

the following SLD average for the mass difference bet ween the two Bj’ weak eigen-

states:

Am~ = 0.525 + 0.043 (stat) + 0.037 (syst) ps-l. (42)

As expected, the statistical correlation coefficients are the largest between the

kaon and charge dipole analyses, and between the two semileptonic analyses. The

SLD average is compared with averages from other experiments in Fig. 19.
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B: Mixing AmdMeasurements
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Figure 19: Comparison between the various Am~ measurements.
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3 QCD Physics

Among the QCD analyses performed at SLD, we focus on those addressing the

problem of hadronization — the process which turns an initial set of quarks into

final state hadrons. Thanks to the unique SLC/SLD environment, quark frag-

mentation can be studied for differences between light-quark and heavy-quark

fragmentation, as well as for differences between quark and antiquark fragmenta-

tion.

3.1 Charged Multiplicityy in Light-, c-, and b-Quark Events

Perturbative QCD predicts that the difference in average charged multiplicity be-

tween heavy-quark Q and light-quark uds events AnQ a nQ – fiud. is independent

of center-of-mass energy. This prediction has been tested with a technique28 fol-

lowing three steps: (i) the primary quark flavor is tagged in each event hemisphere,

(ii) the number of charged tracks is counted in the opposite hemisphere to min-

imize the bias due to the quark flavor tag, (iii) the average charged multiplicity

in each flavor-tagged sample is unfolded to correct for the purity and bias of the

tags. The uds- (b-) tag requires that the hemisphere contains no track (at least

three tracks) with signed 2-D impact parameter larger than 30. Since the impact

parameter tag provides a c quark sample of only modest purity, a more exclusive

technique is used. For the c-quark tag, high-momentum charged D* mesons are

reconstructed in the D*+ ~ DoX+, Do + K–m+, and Do + l{–m+(mo) modes

(the To is not directly reconstructed), and charged D

in the D+ + ~–~+m+ mode. The number of uds-, c-,

is 154151, 976, and 9480 respectively with uds, c, and

75%, 64%, and 94% respectively.

mesons are reconstructed

and b-tagged hemispheres

b purities estimated to be

After unfolding for the tag purities and (small) biases, we find the following

multiplicity differences between c-quark and uds-quark, and between &quark and

uds-quark hemispheres:

AnC = 1.07+ 0.47( stat) ~~~(syst), (43)

An~ = 2.93+ 0.14( stat) ~~I~(syst). (44)

The main contributions to the systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the

detector acceptance and in the modeling of 13 hadron production and decay. These
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results are compared wit h similar measurements performed at lower center-of-mass

energies in Fig. 20. The data are consistent with the QCD prediction of energy

8
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Figure 20: Multiplicity difference measurements as a function of center of mass

energy for (a) c-quarks, and (b) b-quarks. Predictions from Refs.29~30 are also

indicated.

independence of AnQ over center-of-mass energies in the range between 29 and

91 GeV, and with absolute predictions.29~30

3.2 Identified Particle Production

Further knowledge about the fragmentation process can be gained by studying

the production characteristics of different particle types.31 Charged hadrons m,

K, and p are identified with the CRID. Neutral hadrons are also selected: K: and

A decays are identified via their two-prong decays, @ and K“” are selected with

identified charged kaons in the CRID.

Figure 21 shows the K+ K- invariant mass distributions for@ decay candidates
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Figure 21: Invariant mass distributions for $ + 1{+1{- decay candidates without

and with various levels of kaon identification.

with increasingly tighter kaon identification requirements. It clearly demonstrates

the power of the kaon identification. In order to measure the production rates,

it is necessary to accurately determine the identification efficiency for each parti-

cle species. Charged particle identification efficiencies (and misidentification) are

estimated primarily from pure data samples of charged pions from l{: and ~ de-

cays, whereas proton samples are obtained from A decays. Efficiencies for neutral

strange particles are estimated from the MC. The differential production rates for

the above particle species are shown in Fig. 22 as a function of the scaled mo-

mentum variable XP = 2p/fi. Suppression of particles containing strange valence

quarks is clearly observed, with an even stronger suppression for # mesons which

contain an s~ valence pair.

The production rates of n●I 1{*, 1{0 (1{0), p (~), and A (~) have also been

measured separately in uds- and b-tagged samples. The uds and b flavor-tags
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are identical to the hemisphere tags described in the previous section except for

being applied to the whole event. After unfolding for the tag purity (85% for uds

and 89% for b) and bias, production rates in uds- and b-quark fragmentation are

measured. This allows for a direct comparison of particle production in light- and

heavy-quark hemispheres. The measured ratio between b and uds production of

the various identified hadrons is shown in Fig. 23. This is the first such measure-
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Figure 23: Ratio between the particle production rates in b-quark and uds-quark

hemispheres as a function of scaled momentum for various particle species.

ment. Meson production is generally higher (lower) for b fragmentation at low

(high) x,, in agreement with the known characteristics of B hadron production

and decay. Baryons are produced equally for ZP < 0.15 but are produced less
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abundantly at larger XP in b fragmentation. Statistical uncertainties in the ratio

dominate because the dominant particle identification systematic uncertainties

mostly cancel in the ratio. The measured production ratios agree well with the

simulation based on JETSET 7.4.

3.3 Leading Particle Effect

Studies of charmed and B hadron production in e+e- a CE and e+e- + b~

indicate that heavy quarks fragment into a single heavy hadron which carries

a large fraction of the initial quark momentum. In that sense, there is ample

evidence for “leading” particle production in e+e– interactions, where a leading

particle is defined to be a particle which contains the primary q or ~. However,

there is little evidence for leading particle production in light-quark fragmentation.

A unique technique is used to extract such evidence.32 First, events are re-

quired to pass the uds-tag selection criteria described earlier. Then, the large

polarized forward-backward asymmetry is exploited to tag quark and antiquark

hemispheres in a way similar to that used for the Bj-Bj mixing measurements

(see Sec. 2.2). A quark-tag purity of 73% is obtained for events with thrust axis

Icos 13~1>0.2 for which the asymmetry is sufficiently large. The production rates

of r-, 1{-, ~“, p, and A are measured separately in the quark- and antiquark-

tagged hemispheres. A small contamination from heavy quarks in the uds-tagged

event sample is subtracted and a correction is applied to account for the purity of

the quark tag.

To compare the production rates .Fh for a specific hadron h in quark and an-

tiquark hemispheres, the normalized difference between these rates is computed:

~~ = (r) – ~/)/(Tf + ~~). The distribution of D~ for the various identified

hadrons as a function of scaled momentum is shown in Fig. 24. It is observed that

more high-momentum protons or A’s are produced than antiprotons or A’s in

quark hemispheres. This represents clear evidence for leading baryon production

since protons and A‘s contain valence quarks, whereas their antiparticles do not.

A higher production of high-momentum If- and ~“ in quark hemispheres is also

observed. Since mesons contain both valence quarks and antiquarks, one might

expect to observe no effect. However, strangeness suppression makes it more likely

for a ~“ (made of a & valence pair) to contain a primary s quark than a primary

d quark. Thus, the excess of ~“ over K“” production in quark hemispheres, in-

-.
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dicates both the existence of leading ~“ production and strangeness suppression

at the highest momenta. Similarly, an excess of high-moment urn K– over K+ is

observed. There is no difference between x– and r+ production in quark hemi-

spheres. The measured behavior measured in Fig. 24 is well-reproduced by the

simulation with JETSET 7.4.

4 Summary and Future

Using a sample of N 150,000 hadronic 2° decays collected between 1993 and

1995, the SLD Collaboration has produced precise and/or unique tests of the

Standard Model. These analyses take advantage of the large longitudinal electron

beam polarization, the small and stable SLC beam spot, the high-resolution 3-D

pixel vertex detector (VXD2), and the particle identification capabilities of the

Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector.

In 1996, SLD installed an improved CCD Vertex Detector (VXD3). As shown

in Figs. 25 and 26, this detector is improved in many ways: (i) the angular coverage

VXD-2 GEOMETRY VXD-3GEOMETRY
I I I I I I I I 1

I I I I I 1 I

-4 0 4 –4 o 4
X (CM) X (CM)

Figure 25: Cross-section views of the old (VXD2) and new (VXD3) vertex detec-

tors.

is increased with maximum Icos 81 of 0.90 instead of 0.74 for tracks with two hits;

(ii) the average number of hits per track is increased from 2.3 to 3.2; (iii) the
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Figure 26: Side-views of the old (VXD2) and new (VXD3) vertex detectors.

amount of material is reduced from 1.1570 to 0.4070 of a radiation length per

ladder; (iv) the average distance between the inner and outer layer is increased
-.

from 12 to 20 mm to provide increased lever-arm. These features lead to significant

improvements in resolution. In particular, the decay length resolution improves

by roughly a factor of two.

Many measurements relying on precise tracking will benefit greatly from the

increased resolution and coverage of VXD3. In particular, it is expected that

the superior resolution will enable SLD to study the time dependence of l?~-~

mixing up to very high oscillation frequencies, significantly increasing the reach

in Am, currently attained by the LEP experiments.
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